
 The Green Party of Washington
acknowledges that we organize on the
traditional land of the First Peoples of
Washington. We honor the Tribes and
Relatives, both past and present, who
have made this land their home from

time immemorial, as we honor the land
itself with gratitude and intentional
stewardship that looks forward to

consider the generations that will follow. 

We are part of nature. Policy frameworks
must work for people and planet. 
Greens persistently push toward a

socially just, inclusive, and sustainable
lifestyle as the ethical political model.

Our state’s true economic outlook at the
everyday local level rests on responsible

management of our abundant natural
resources for future generations.

A robust, viable Green Party is essential
to move our country forward. The Green

Party of Washington State and local
Green Parties supported by you means
grassroots activism remains a powerful

intervention against injustice and
corporate control over our democracy at

state and other levels of government. 

Economic Justice
Social Justice & Equal Opportunity
Personal & Global Responsibility
Future Focus & Sustainability
Feminism & Gender Equality
Grassroots Democracy
Respect for Diversity
Ecological Wisdom
Decentralization
Non-Violence
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ecological wisdom & respect
social justice & human rights
peace & non-violence
decentralization, local self-
determination, and grassroots
democracy

Greens are diverse individualists who
are aligned over our political 'four
pillars ' ethics: 

Worldwide, Greens are a coalition
party. In Parliament, the Green Party
functions with others to work towards
policy builds that further our 'four
pillars' agenda.

In the United States the two-party
system dominated by the Republican
and Democratic parties, shuts out
participation from ‘third party'groups. 

ABOUT GREENS

GP.ORG

GLOBALGREENS.ORG

GREEN PARTY 10 KEY VALUES

 “THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE ECONOMY 
ARE REALLY BOTH TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN. 

IF WE CANNOT SUSTAIN THE ENVIRONMENT, 
WE CANNOT SUSTAIN OURSELVES.” 

—WANGARI MAATHAI

 “WE ALREADY HAVE THE FACTS AND SOLUTIONS. 
ALL WE HAVE TO DO IS WAKE UP AND CHANGE.” 

—GRETA THUNBERG



Becoming a member of the Green Party of
Washington means you are standing up for
social justice, protecting the environment,
promoting non-violence and peace, and
building grassroots democracy. Becoming a
member of the Green Party makes a
statement that these are the values you
want our government leaders to promote
and protect.

Facebook: GreenPartyWA
Twitter: GreenPartyWA

Loomio: GPWA

GREENS SAY NO TO CORPORATE DONORS
Corporate entities have legal rights to
"free speech" in the US. These are the
'voters' that Republicans and
Democrats are most responsive to,
Corporate speech is money. 

Greens do not take corporate money.
Our platform excludes financial
bargains with resource extractive
capitalists, support for wage slavery,
war profiteers, school to prison
pipelines, or illness for profit. 

Greens spend more time as individuals
working on issues than campaigns
because 'ballot access' is not automatic
for Greens. In Washington we may not
register as Green. Most Greens identify
as Independents.  Some Greens decline
to vote in 'rigged' elections. 

Greens are a grassroots decentralized
political organization. Local and State
parties are affiliated with each other
yet autonomous. The 4 pillars and 10
key values are upheld differently by
different groups.
 
Activists flow in and out of the Green
Party according to the issues that arise.  
No one really knows how many Greens
there are. 
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Members discussion is on Loomio.com
State and local meetings are on Zoom.us 
Meetings are announced at the website.

 
 
 

“IF THEY DON'T GIVE YOU A SEAT 
AT THE TABLE, BRING A FOLDING CHAIR.”

― SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
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LOCAL CHAPTERS LINK

MEMBER DISCUSSION
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Green Party of Washington Key issues:
 » Abolish corporate personhood and
recognize natural ecosystem rights to exist.
» Support State-wide, single-payer
universal healthcare; continue to support
Medicare for All. Ensure women’s
reproductive rights.
» Establish state-wide, well-funded, free
public education through college.
»  Oppose discriminatory legislation and
stand up for immigrants rights.
» Improve state infrastructure to create
affordable housing & future-ready green
communities.
» Establish publicly-owned banks for
government funds.
» Promote renewable energy and
conservation programs to address climate
change.
» Clean up of contaminated sites and
'brownfields' including Hanford and the
Duwamish River.
» Oppose privatization of utilities, schools,
prisons, and public communication
networks/broadband.
» Reform our state's regressive tax
structure.
» Protect worker's rights; support worker
cooperatives, fair trade practices and
unionization.
» Assure community self-government,
which includes participatory budgeting and
community rights ordinances. 
» Promote community policing and
improved training, Citizens Review Boards,
and non-criminal solutions for addicts,
mentally ill, and youth offenders; oppose
police militarization at home. 
» Oppose proxy wars and nuclear
proliferation abroad.


